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YOUR FARM PARTNER YOUR FARM PARTNER
H TYPE LAYER CAGE SHED DESIGN

FEATURES:

2. Fully auto system to reduce human labor, auto control system to raise the egg 

production rate.

3. Closed type shed with auto ventilation system, reduce infection rate;

4. Due to the high quality of the structure, it can up to 100,000pcs per shed.

H type layer chicken cage is mainly used for large quantity farm, H type chicken cage 

is the advanced equipment for layer birds, it is equipped with auto water system, 

auto feeding system, auto egg collection system, auto manure remo�ng system, 

lighting system and ventilation system to reduce the human labor greatly.

1. It is adopted hot-dip galvanizing material with Q235 material, prove the wire 

mesh from rusting, can be used for 15-20 years;

PRODUCT INTRODUCTION:

H Type Cage with Auto System

MODEL                     TIER                        DOOR              BIRD/CAGE (PCS)       SPACE/BIRD (Cm2)             CAGE SIZE (MM)

H-196

H-128

H-160

H-192

H-224

H-256

3                         1                             16                                 450                        1200*1230*600

4                         1                             16                                 450                        1200*1230*600

5                         1                             16                                 450                        1200*1230*600

6                         1                             16                                 450                        1200*1230*600

7                         1                             16                                 450                        1200*1230*600

8                         1                             16                                 450                        1200*1230*600

Farm Design for Poultry Project
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YOUR FARM PARTNER YOUR FARM PARTNER
COMPOSITION COMPISITION

CAGE PART
The cage part is not only wire mesh,

 but also metal plate

AUTO FEEDINGAUTO MANURE REMOVAL AUTO EGG COLLECTIONLIGHTING SYSTEM

AUTO FEEDING

AUTO FEEDING:
Auto Feeding is made of 3mm thickness metal plate with high zin rate material

AUTO EGG COLLECTION:
Egg collection system can reduce the egg break rate greatly and raise profit

AUTO MANURE REMOVAL:
Manure belt is with 1.2mm thickness en�ronmental material, more durable and longer using life

CAGE MESH: 
Cage mesh part is consist of hot-dip galvanizing material wire mesh with Q235 material and metal plate

LIGHTING SYSTEM:
Lighting system can imitate the sunshine and allow the birds bird laying eggs like nature bird

AUTO VENTILATION:
Auto ventilation system adopt import system, it is easy operation and more safety.

COOLING PADS VENTILATION FANS


